AISA International NGO (International Association Sufi Al wiyya) is recognized by the United Nations as having “Special Consultative Status” with ECOSOC and has been working to create an International Day of Living Together (iDLT or JIVE in French) since November 2014.

In 2017, the project entered a decisive phase: a workshop held at UNESCO House in Paris on May 19, 2017 concluded with the Paris Declaration, which listed the IDLT project within the framework of 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that the signatories committed themselves to promote and achieve. This autumn the IDLT project will be submitted to the UN General Assembly. So we decided to put the end-of-year meeting into this dynamic by dedicating it to the theme of “Living Together, the Reconciliation of the Human Family”.

This meeting’s program will include two round tables on December 30 and 31. The first one will focus on “How to build a society for Living Together” and the second will be entitled “Giving a Soul to Living Together”. These two round tables will bring together a number of internationally renowned speakers bringing their knowledge and experience in this field.

Your participation, reflection and action will become a cornerstone of Living Together for humanity worldwide. Bringing together intelligence and the experiences in the service of all.

The meeting ends with a traditional spiritual New Year’s Eve celebration.

USEFUL INFORMATION

Since the number of seats is limited to 1000 people, registration will be closed once the number 1000 is reached.

From today
registration is done online:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScV2pdx9RkBPm6hMtS2EEtttcCiqkbbV_jv_hfSGgXCsR9fag/viewform

TERMS OF PAYMENT

The cost of participation, all inclusive except transport, is 300 euros per person for the two days.
For children from 3 to 14 years of age, the participation price, all inclusive except transport, is 50 euros.
A registration is validated by the payment of 50% of the amount, ie 150 euros, or the full amount at the time of registration.
The balance, ie 150 euros, must be paid no later than 15 November 2017.

LOCATION OF THE MEETING

Close to the famous Croisette, the Esterel and the sandy beaches of La Napoule, halfway between St Tropez and the Italian border, Le Mimosas Resort in Cannes is a unique setting with 6 hectares of landscaped estate around a private lake overlooking the famous Old Golf Course of Mandelieu.
It features elegant bastides, over 500m2 of modular meeting rooms, a covered exhibition area of 375m2 and two restaurants. https://www.mimozascannes.com/
The estate of the Mimosas Resort will be privatized for the end-of-year meeting organized by AISA International NGO. Accommodation will be in small 1 to 3 room apartments.
With a capacity of 1000 people it allows us to carry out an international event within the framework of AISA’s flagship project, notably the International Day of Living Together.
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